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the b-3x organ is the next generation in the history of the original
hammond b-3, including a new mechanical design, redesigned internals
and updated components. it also adopts the most advanced sound engine
system to date, featuring a powerful dsp engine for precise and accurate
emulation, the ability to save and recall presets and the new option of live
performance via midi, all at the highest end of our flagship products. its the
new top of the line hammond organ that delivers the most authentic,
flexible and realistic sounds you've ever heard. the tonewheels are each
individually modeled based on careful measurements taken from a vintage
hammond organ, including note response characteristics, chorusing and
vibrato responses, cable characteristics, and coloration. there are also a
variety of phantom-drive sub-circuits that model the compression,
overdrive, feedback, rhythm, reverb, and delay effect, and you can switch
between up to six of these at any time. the b-3x also includes a full analog
emulation of the famous hammond chorus/vibrato circuit, including all six
different types of chorusing, variable frequency response, and the
legendary drawbars that are used to fine-tune the volume of each mode.
the b-3x also includes the legendary hammond percussion that simulates
unique and iconic sounds such as bellows, marcato, rasgueado, and
semiquavers. beyond the tonewheels and percussion, b-3x simulates the
exact sound of the hammonds entire set of over 100 moving drawbars,
including 42 standard drawbars, 6 x 9 drawbars, 6 x 12 drawbars, 8 x 12
drawbars, and a set of complementary drawbars that affect tonal flexibility.
all of this is powered by ten fully-configurable synth oscillators that create
the massive, organic sound of the b-3x and a complete set of analog
modeling synthesizers, including a classic hammond filter, amplifier,
chorus/vibrato, and reverb. hammond b-3x also includes five separate sets
of analog-modeled filters that allow you to tune the b-3x from anything
from classic, warm bass and midrange to dark, lush and super-fat highs, or
anything in between!
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